
DECOUPLING AND BLOCK PRECONDITIONING FORSEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS IN TEMIS3D�ROBERT SCHEICHLy, ROLAND MASSONz, AND JOHANNES WENDEBOURGxAbstrat. The simulation of sedimentary basins aims at reonstruting its historial evolutionin order to provide quantitative preditions about phenomena leading to hydroarbon aumula-tions. The kernel of this simulation is the numerial solution of a omplex system of time dependent,three-dimensional partial di�erential equations (PDE) of mixed paraboli-hyperboli type. A dis-retisation (Finite Volumes + Impliit Euler) and linearisation (Newton) of this system leads to veryill-onditioned, strongly non-symmetri and large systems of linear equations with three unknownsper mesh element, i.e. pressure, geostati load, and hydroarbon saturation.The preonditioning whih we will present for these systems onsists in three stages. First of allthe equations for pressure and saturation are loally deoupled on eah element. This deouplingaims not only at reduing the oupling, but also at onentrating in the \pressure blok" the elliptipart of the system whih is then in the seond stage preonditioned by eÆient methods like AMG.The third step �nally onsists in \reoupling" the equations (e.g. Blok Gauss-Seidel, ombinativetehniques,. . . ).In almost all our numerial tests on real test problems from ase studies we observed a onsid-erable redution of the CPU-time for the linear solver, up to a fator 4.3 with respet to ILU(0)preonditioning (whih is used at the moment in TEMIS3D). The performane of the preonditionershows no degradation with respet to the number of elements, the size of the time step, high migrationratios, or strong heterogeneities and anisotropies in the porous media.Key words. three-dimensional multiphase Dary ow, ompation of porous media, numerialsolution, blok preonditioning, algebrai multigridAMS subjet lassi�ations. 65F10, 65M99, 65Y20, 74F10, 74S10, 76T991. Introdution. In reent years the 3D modelling and simulation of sedimen-tary basins has beome an integral part in the exploration of present and future reser-voirs for almost all major oil ompanies. Ideally a basin simulator should span theentire proess of soure rok burial, hydroarbon generation, expulsion, migration intoa potential trap, and assessment of trap integrity throughout the evolution of a basin.The ode TEMIS3D developed by the Institut Fran�ais du P�etrole (IFP) and marketedby its subsidiary Beiip-Franlab represents suh a tool. It aims at reonstruting thehistorial evolution of a sedimentary basin in order to provide quantitative preditionsabout phenomena leading to hydroarbon aumulations.Given present-day maps of the distribution of lithology, bathymetry, temperature,thikness, heat ux, kerogen and total organi ontent (TOC) and \paleogeologial"maps desribing those distributions throughout the history of the basin we would ide-ally like to alulate the evolution of the basin and of its geometry, and the migrationof the hydroarbons bakward in time. However, the solution of this inverse problemis way beyond our means. Therefore only an extremely simpli�ed model is alulatedbakward in time to reonstrut the geometry of the basin (bak-stripping). The fullmodel omprising the proess of hydroarbon generation, heat transfer, ompationof the porous media, pressure generation, multi-phase Dary ow and oil and gas mi-gration is then alulated forward in time adding layer after layer using the geometrihistory alulated during the bak-stripping proess.�This work was �naned through the Marie-Curie Fellowship HPMI-CT-1999-00012.yDepartment of Mathematial Sienes, University of Bath, BA2 7AY, UK (masrs�bath.a.uk).zDivision Informatique Sienti�que et Math�ematiques Appliqu�ees, Institut Fran�ais du P�etrole,Rueil-Malmaison, Frane.xDivision Geologie{Geohimie, Institut Fran�ais du P�etrole, Rueil-Malmaison, Frane.1



2 R. SCHEICHL, R. MASSON, AND J. WENDEBOURGThus, a 3D ase study is omposed of three major steps: 3D blok building andmesh onstrution, bak-stripping, and forward simulation (see Shneider et al. [8℄for an example of suh a ase study). The 3D blok building step, usually arriedout by the geologist, onsists in preparing the neessary data, i.e. in de�ning aoherent 3D blok whih represents the studied area and in assembling with thisblok a set of geologial maps. It also onsists in de�ning a 3D mesh on the blokwhih will usually be Cartesian in the horizontal plane and suh that the vertialolumns oinide with the hronostratigraphi olumns. In the bak-stripping stepthe historial evolution of the geometry of the basin will then be alulated separatefor eah olumn (Multi-1D) bakward in time by taking o� sedimented material andadding eroded material. At eah time step one the sedimentation and the erosionhave been aounted for, the remaining sediments are deompated or ompated,respetively, by using porosity/depth relationships for eah of the lithologies. The�nal step is a forward simulation of the full 3D model for the sedimentary basin onthe moving geometry (mesh) alulated during the bak-stripping phase.In this paper we will only be looking at the forward simulation whih is themost omputing intensive part and onsists in solving numerially a omplex systemof time dependent, three-dimensional partial di�erential equations (PDEs) modellingheat transfer, ompation of the porous media and multi-phase Dary ow. Theseequations are disretised using a ell-entred �nite volume method in spae and animpliit Euler sheme in time. However, to simplify the treatment of the resultingalgebrai system we apply a splitting tehnique and thus deouple the temperaturefrom the other unknowns. In the ase of two-phase ow (water { oil) we will thereforehave to solve at eah time step a system of oupled non-linear equations in fourunknowns per element (pressure, geostati load, porosity, oil saturation), followed bya system of linear equations for the temperature. Here we fous on the solution of theoupled nonlinear system and thus from now on we will onsider the temperature asgiven. A linearisation of the system of non-linear equations using a Newton methodand an elimination of the porosity will �nally lead to a system of linear equations ofthe blok formAx := 0� A11 A12 A13A21 A22 A23A31 A32 A33 1A0� x1x2x3 1A = 0� b1b2b3 1A =: b :(1.1)System (1.1) is usually very large, strongly non-symmetri and very ill-onditioned.For an eÆient and robust iterative solution of this system, it is therefore ruialto �nd a good preonditioner. It will be the subjet of this paper to develop suh apreonditioner and to evaluate its robustness and eÆieny by applying it to a numberof representative test ases from real ase studies and by omparing with standardpreonditioning tehniques employed at the moment in TEMIS3D.Sine this is an entirely novel problem, there is no literature available, but wean nevertheless make strong use of the vast literature for the related problem of oilreservoir simulation. In partiular, the idea for our preonditioning strategy is basedon the methods developed by Behie & Vinsome [1℄, Edwards [2℄, Laroix, Vassilevski& Wheeler [4℄, and Laroix, Vassilevski, Wheeler & Wheeler [5℄. It onsists of threestages. First of all the equations for pressure and saturation are loally deoupled bytaking linear ombinations of the two equations on eah element. This orrespondsto multiplying (1.1) by a matrix G, i.e.Ax = b �! (GA)x = (Gb):



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 3This deoupling aims not only at reduing the oupling, but also at onentratingin the (pressure) blok (GA)11 the ellipti part of the system whih requires a goodglobal preonditioning. The seond stage onsists then in preonditioning (GA)11 byAlgebrai Multigrid (AMG). The reoupling of the pressure with the other unknownsis then in a �nal stage ahieved by applying a blok Gauss-Seidel strategy or theombinative tehnique de�ned in [1℄ for the reservoir ase.In a series of numerial tests from real ase studies, the performane of the pre-onditioner is ompared to ILU(0) whih is used at the moment in TEMIS3D. In almostall ases we observe a onsiderable redution of the CPU-time for the linear solver, upto a fator 4.3 with respet to ILU(0). The performane of the preonditioner showsno degradation with respet to the number of elements, the size of the time step, highmigration ratios, or strong heterogeneities and anisotropies in the porous media.The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2 we will present the mathematialmodel for the forward problem, and desribe briey its disretisation and linearisation.In Setion 3 we will give a detailed desription of the preonditioning strategy, followedby a series of numerial tests in Setion 4. We �nish with some onlusions and anoutlook on future investigations in Setion 5.2. Mathematial model.2.1. The ontinuous problem. In this setion we present the mathematialmodel for the forward problem (see e.g. Shneider et al. [8℄ and the referenes therein).A more rigorous analysis of multi-phase Dary ow in porous media in onjuntionwith reservoir simulation an be found in Gagneux et al. [3℄. We will only disuss thetwo-phase ase (water { oil) in detail, but we note that the three-phase ase (water{ oil { gas) an be treated similarly. As noted above we will not inlude the heatequation in this model, sine it will be deoupled from the rest of the problem in thesolution proess by a splitting method. Thus, the temperature distribution will in thefollowing be onsidered as given at eah point in time.The model whih is used in the forward simulation omprises the following equa-tions:Conservation of mass for water��t��w�Sw�+ div ��w�Sw ~Vw� = �wqw ;(2.1)Conservation of mass for oil��t��o�So�+ div ��o�So~Vo� = �oqo ;(2.2)Conservation of (vertial) momentum1��z�z = ���f + (1� �)�s�g ;(2.3)Porous medium rheology (elastovisoplasti law)2ds�dst = ��(�; �) ds�dst � �(�; �) � ;(2.4)1The oordinate system is hosen suh that the z-axis is pointing vertially downwards.2Here ds :dst represents the total time derivative � :�t + ~Vs � ~r(:).



4 R. SCHEICHL, R. MASSON, AND J. WENDEBOURGGeneralised Dary's law for eah phase�Sw �~Vw � ~Vs� = ��w(Sw)K(�)�~rPw � �wg~rz� ;(2.5) �So �~Vo � ~Vs� = ��o(So)K(�)�~rPo � �og~rz� :(2.6)This onstitutes a system of 6 equations for the 9 unknown funtionsS� saturation (or volumetri fration in the uid) of phase � (for � = w; o),P� pore pressure of the phase � (for � = w; o),�z geostati load (or vertial stress),� mean e�etive stress,� porosity of the porous medium,~V� mean veloity of the phase � (for � = w; o).The other terms appearing in equations (2.1{2.6) are parameters of the system,whih depend in some ases on the unknown funtions de�ned above or on the tem-perature T (assumed given at eah point in time). They areqw soure term for water (sedimentation, erosion),qo := qo(T ) soure term for oil (hydroarbon generation, i.e. raking),�� := ��(T ) density of the phase � as a funtion of T only,�f := Sw�w + So�o average uid density,�s density of the solid \phase",g aeleration due to gravity,� := �(�; �) rheology parameter,� := �(�; �) rheology parameter,K := K(�) permeability tensor (Koseny{Carman formula),�� := kr�(S�)��(T ) mobility of phase �, where kr� denotes relative permea-bility and �� denotes visosity (Andrade formula),~Vs veloity of the solid \phase" (moving geometry and mesh).For an exat de�nition of those parameters and their dependeny on the unknownfuntions see Shneider et al. [8, Appendix 1℄.To lose the system we need to impose further onditions. First of all, in asaturated medium the saturations satisfy the pore volume onservation equationSw = 1� So ;(2.7)and by introduing the average pore pressure Pf as a new unknown we an write� = �z � Pf ;(2.8) Pw = Pf � SoPap(Sw; So) ;(2.9) Po = Pf + SwPap(Sw; So) ;(2.10)



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 5where Pap := Pap(Sw; So) denotes the apillary pressure. This loses the system andresults in 10 equations for the 10 unknowns Sw; So; Pw; Po; Pf ; �z; �; �; ~Vw ; ~Vo.We an now substitute equations (2.5{2.10) into equations (2.1{2.4) to obtain asystem of two partial di�erential equations and two ordinary di�erential equations inthe four unknowns So; Pf ; �z ; �, whih will be the primary unknowns of our model.Given a bounded domain 
 := 
(t) with boundary � := �(t) and outward unitnormal ~n := ~n(t), the forward simulation onsists now in numerially solving thissystem on 
 subjet to suitable boundary onditions and initial onditions. Thepartiular form of 
 at eah point t in time is the one alulated in the bak-strippingphase. Here, we will only onsider domains 
 with a onstant retangular vertialprojetion, a �xed lower boundary �B , a stritly vertial lateral boundary �L := �L(t)and a free upper boundary �T := �T (t). In addition we will use the following initialonditions and boundary onditions.2.1.1. Initial onditions. At t = t(0) we have�T �t(0)� = �B ;So�t(0)� = 0 ;Pf�t(0)� = Patm�t(0)�+ �wghw�t(0)� ;�z�t(0)� = Patm�t(0)�+ �wghw�t(0)� ;��t(0)� = �0��z�t(0)�� ;where Patm(t) denotes the atmospheri pressure at time t, hw(t) denotes the heightof the water olumn above �T (t) at time t, and �0(�z) denotes the porosity of thebottom layer as a funtion of the geostati load �z .2.1.2. Boundary onditions. The system is of mixed paraboli-hyperbolitype in pressure and saturation (oupled with two ordinary di�erential equations(2.3) and (2.4)). This is also reeted in the rather unusual boundary onditions forpressure and saturation:On �B: (1) K �~rPw � �wg~rz� � ~n = 0(2) K �~rPo � �og~rz� � ~n = 0 .On �L: either (1) and (2) as for �B or(10) So = 0 if K �~rPw � �wg~rz� � ~n > 0 or K �~rPo � �og~rz� � ~n > 0(20) �Sw~Vw � ~n = FL(t) or Pw = Phyd (t) or Pw��wgz�wg = 	L(t).On �T : (1) So = 0 if K �~rPw � �wg~rz� � ~n > 0 or K �~rPo � �og~rz� � ~n > 0(2) Pf = Patm(t) + �wghw(t) .where FL(t) < 0 ; Phyd (t) and 	L(t) denote a presribed ux, the hydrostatipressure and a presribed head for (parts of) the boundary �L(t) at time t, respetively.Equation (2.3) is a �rst order ordinary di�erential equation in �z , so we needto impose only one boundary ondition for �z on the top of the basin, i.e. �z =Patm(t) + �wghw(t). Sine there are no spatial derivatives involving the porosity � inthe system, it is not neessary to impose any boundary onditions for �.
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Fig. 1. Typial horizontal (left) and vertial (right) ross setions of the mesh.2.2. Finite volume disretisation in spae. In this setion we will brieydesribe the spatial disretisation of the onservation equations (2.1{2.3) using ell-entred �nite volume shemes. In order to present this disretisation it is �rst of allneessary to speify the type of meshes we are going to use.2.2.1. The 3D mesh (moving with veloity ~Vs(t)). Given that the vertialprojetion of the onsidered domain 
(t) is always retangular and stays onstant intime, we hoose the mesh to be Cartesian in the horizontal plane (or xy-plane, seeFigure 1, left). Vertially, the mesh is based on the lithology, so that eah blok (orell) of our 3D mesh will orrespond to a layer in the aording hronostratigraphiolumn. In all our examples, the layers are onsidered to be ontinuous between twoadjaent hronostratigraphi olumns. Thus, the edges of the ells oinide on theinterfae between two olumns, leading to onforming meshes. At eah point in time,a ell is uniquely de�ned by the xy-oordinates of the entre of the orrespondinghronostratigraphi olumn and by its four vertial edges.It is however possible to model \pinh-outs", i.e. layers that disappear in partof the domain (see Figure 1, right). In the meshes this is dealt with by inludingdegenerate (or �titious) ells of zero height whih make it possible to work with atopologially Cartesian mesh in the xz-plane and the yz-plane as well. In other words,eah ell has a unique neighbour in eah diretion, or { in the ase of a pinh-out {no neighbour at all. Of ourse, during the disretisation proess we will not inludethese degenerate elements.We will denote the ells of the mesh by 
k := 
k(t) with boundary �
k andunit outward normal ~nk := ~nk(t), for k = 1; : : : ; N(t). The height of the ell isalulated as the arithmeti mean of the length of its four vertial edges and denotedby hk := hk(t). Furthermore, for any physial quantity Y we denote by Yk the valueof Y at the entre of 
k.Remark 2.1. Note that the number N := N(t) of elements depends on the num-ber of layers whih have been sedimented at time t and will inrease at the arrival ofeah new layer. However, it will also derease, when ells degenerate through erosion.2.2.2. The mass onservation equations. To disretise equations (2.1) and(2.2) we let � 2 fw; og and integrate (2.1) and (2.2) respetively over eah element
k, k = 1; : : : ; N , of the mesh, i.e.Z
k ��t����S��d! + Z
k div ����S�~V�� d! = Z
k ��q� d! :(2.11)



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 7Now, using the given displaement veloity ~Vs at eah point ~x 2 
k and exhangingthe order of integration and di�erentiation we an pass from the partial to the fulltime derivative in the �rst term of (2.11), i.e.Z
k ��t (���S�)d! = ddt Z
k ���S� d! � Z
k div(���S�~Vs)d! :Substituting this into (2.11) and using Green's formula we obtainddt Z
k ���S� d! + Z�
k ���S�(~V� � ~Vs) � ~nkd = Z
k ��q� d! :Finally using the generalised Dary's law (2.5) (or (2.6) for the oil phase), we getddt Z
k ���S� d! = Z
k ��q d! + X`2Lk Z�k;` ���K �~rP� � ��g~rz� � ~nkd ;where Lk denotes the set of neighbouring ells 
` of 
k and �k;` is the interfaebetween 
` and 
k.To �nish the spatial disretisation we need to apply quadrature rules to ap-proximate the integrals leading to the following semidisrete problem for eah phase� = w; o: ddtM�;k = Q�;k + X`2Lk F�;` for k = 1; : : : ; N :(2.12)Without going into the detail about the quadrature employed, note that the massterms on the left hand side of (2.12) and the soure terms on the right hand side havebeen approximated using the midpoint rule, i.e.M�;k := j
kj ��;k�kS�;k and Q�;k := j
kj ��;kq�;k ;(2.13)ontaining only values of the parameters and of the unknown funtions at the entreof the ell 
k (ell-values). Similarly, using (appropriate) averages of the ell-valueson the faes �k;` of 
k and two-point �nite di�erene approximations of the pressuregradients, the ux terms F�;` in (2.12) have also been approximated using a mid-point rule on �k;`. To ensure the stability of the disretisation we use an upstreamapproximation of the mobility, treating eah phase separately.2.2.3. The momentum equation. To disretise equation (2.3) on the otherhand, let 
k�1 be the ell situated above 
k in the same vertial olumn. We integrate(2.3) in z-diretion between the ell entres of 
k�1 and 
k, i.e.zkZzk�1 ��z�z dz = zkZzk�1 ���f + (1� �)�s�g dz(2.14)The left hand side of (2.14) is equal to �z;k � �z;k�1. To approximate the right handside of (2.14) on the other hand, we use the midpoint rule again to obtain the followingdisretisation of (2.3):�z;k � �z;k�1 = 12 �Wk +Wk�1� for k = 1; : : : ; N ;(2.15)with W` := h`��`�f;` + (1� �`)�s�g; for ` = k; k � 1:(2.16)



8 R. SCHEICHL, R. MASSON, AND J. WENDEBOURG2.2.4. The rheology equation. Equation (2.4) does not ontain any spatialderivatives, so to obtain a semidisrete problem we an simply take (2.4) at the entreof eah element 
k, i.e.d�kdt = ��k d�kdt � �k�k with �k := �z;k � Pf;k for k = 1; : : : ; N :(2.17)2.3. Time disretisation. In the previous setion we have disretised equations(2.1{2.4) in spae and by taking into aount the boundary onditions and substitutingSw;k = 1 � So;k, we obtain a system of �rst order ordinary di�erential equations(2.12)w, (2.12)o, (2.17) oupled to a set of algebrai equations (2.15) for the unknownfuntions s := (So;1; : : : ; So;N)T , p := (Pf;1; : : : ; Pf;N )T , � := (�z;1; : : : ; �z;N )T , and� := (�1; : : : ; �N )T .To fully disretise this system of equations we use impliit Euler in time. Wede�ne3 a sequene of time steps �t(n) > 0 and times t(n+1) = t(n) + �t(n), forn = 0; 1; : : :, and denote by Y (n) the value of Y at time t(n). Then we approximatethe derivatives in (2.12) and (2.17) by simple �nite di�erenes between t(n) and t(n+1),and evaluate the remaining terms at t(n+1).Starting with the known initial onditions at time t(0), we an thus iterativelyalulate approximations for the unknown funtions So, Pf , �z , and � in (2.1{2.4) attime t(n+1), by solving the oupled systemM (n+1)w;k �M (n)w;k�t(n) = Q(n+1)w;k + X`2Lk F (n+1)w;`(2.18) M (n+1)o;k �M (n)o;k�t(n) = Q(n+1)o;k + X`2Lk F (n+1)o;`(2.19) �(n+1)z;k � �(n+1)z;k�1 = 12 �W (n+1)k +W (n+1)k�1 �(2.20) �(n+1)k � �(n)k�t(n) = � �(n)k �(n+1)k � �(n)k�t(n) � �(n)k �(n+1)k(2.21)of 4N (n+1) non-linear equations for s(n+1), p(n+1), �(n+1), and �(n+1).To simplify the treatment of system (2.18{2.21) we have slightly relaxed the im-pliit treatment of �z and � and evaluate the rheology parameters �k and �k in (2.21)at t(n) rather than at t(n+1). Furthermore, the assumption that the temperature T isknown a priori at eah point in time does not hold true in reality. On the ontrary, it isalulated separately at eah time step t(n). Therefore the parameters in (2.18{2.21)that depend on T are also evaluated at T (n) rather than at T (n+1).Remark 2.2. (The IMPES sheme) In ertain ases (e.g. low migration ra-tios) it is suÆient to disretise the saturations So;k expliitly, thus leading to a muhsimpler system than (2.18{2.21) at eah time step. However, the redued stability ofthis disretisation usually results in a muh larger number of neessary time steps.In the oil reservoir literature this method is alled the IMPES sheme, i.e. impliitpressure expliit saturation.In this ase, all the parameters in F�;` and Wk involving So;k are evaluated atS(n)o;k instead of S(n+1)o;k . We an then eliminate the unknown saturations So;k at time3In reality the time steps �t(n) will be hosen adaptively during the simulation in order to ontrolthe error.



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 9t(n+1) from the system (2.18{2.21) altogether, by dividing eah of the equations (2.18)and (2.19) by �(n)w;k and �(n)o;k , respetively, and by adding up the resulting equations toobtain ��
(n+1)k ���(n+1)k � ��
(n)k ���(n)k�t(n) = X�=w;o 1�(n)�;k  Q(n)�;k + X`2Lk F (n;n+1)�;` !(2.22)whih does not depend on s(n+1) anymore. Thus, the task at eah time step reduesto solving a system (2.20{2.22) of 3N (n+1) equations for p(n+1), �(n+1), and �(n+1).In the following, we will not disuss this approah in detail, but we note thatthe preonditioners whih are developed for the fully impliit ase in Setion 3 an beapplied to this problem as well.2.4. Newton linearisation and elimination of the porosity. We have seenthat the numerial solution of (2.1{2.10) (with fully impliit time disretisation) re-dues to solving at eah time step �t(n) a system of 4N := 4N (n+1) non-linearequations F �y(n+1)� = 0(2.23)for y(n+1) := �P (n+1)f;k ; �(n+1)z;k ; S(n+1)o;k ; �(n+1)k �Tk=1;:::;Nwhere F := �FTw;FT� ;FTo ;FT��T ;F� := (F�;k)Tk=1;:::;N for � = w; �; o; �, andFw;k := 1�(n)w;k �M (n+1)w;k �M (n)w;k� � �t(n+1)�(n)w;k �Q(n+1)w;k + P`2Lk F (n+1)w;` � ;F�;k := �(n+1)z;k � �(n+1)z;k�1 � 12 �W (n+1)k +W (n+1)k�1 � ;Fo;k := 1�(n)o;k �M (n+1)o;k �M (n)o;k � � �t(n+1)�(n)o;k �Q(n+1)o;k + P`2Lk F (n+1)o;` � ;F�;k := �(n+1)k � �(n)k + �(n)k ��(n+1)k � �(n)k � � �t(n+1)�(n)k �(n+1)k :We solve system (2.23) using the lassial Newton method, presented in Figure2, with initial guess y0 := y(n) and stopping riterionkFwk1 < "w ; kF�k1 < "� ; and kFok1 < "o ;(2.24)leading in eah Newton iteration to a system of linear equations�F�y (ym) Æym = �F(ym):(2.25)Finally, we observe that �F�=�� = I and that we an therefore eliminate thevetor Æ�m+1, orresponding to the porosity from system (2.25). Thus, the ompu-tational ore of the forward simulation is the solution of a 3N � 3N system of linearequations of the formA Æy := 0� Aw;p Aw;� Aw;sA�;p A�;� 0Ao;p Ao;� Ao;s 1A0� ÆpÆ�Æs 1A = 0� fwf�fo 1A =: f(2.26)



10 R. SCHEICHL, R. MASSON, AND J. WENDEBOURGLet y0 := y(n).For m = 0; 1; : : : until onvergeneSolve �F�y (ym) Æym = �F(ym)Set ym+1 = ym + ÆymEnd For.Set y(n+1) := ym+1.Fig. 2. The lassial Newton methodin eah Newton iteration and for eah time step �t(n), whereA�;� := ��F��� � �F��� �F��� � (ym) for � = w; �; o and � = p; �; s andf� := ��F� + �F��� F�� (ym) for � = w; �; o:System (2.26) is very large, strongly non-symmetri and very ill-onditioned. Foran eÆient and robust iterative solution of this system, it is therefore ruial to �ndgood preonditioners. The remainder of this paper will be devoted to the onstrutionof suh preonditioners and to the evaluation of their robustness and eÆieny forrepresentative test ases from real ase studies.3. Preonditioning strategy. The rate of onvergene for almost all iterativemethods depends largely on the ondition number of the matrix A in (2.26). Preondi-tioning tehniques are one of the main keys to a better performane. A preonditioningoperator P = PLPR for a matrix A is hosen in suh a way that the preonditioningsystems PLw = d and PRw = d an be solved quikly and that the ondition ofthe new (preonditioned) iteration matrix P�1L AP�1R is signi�antly better than theondition number of A. The underlying system (2.26) is then transformed as follows:A Æy = f 7�! ~A Æ~y := (P�1L AP�1R ) (PRÆy) = (P�1L f) =: ~f ;(3.1)and the iterative method (e.g. a Krylov method like Bi-CGStab or GMRES) is appliedto the transformed (or preonditioned) system~A Æ~y = ~f(3.2)If PR or PL are hosen to be equal to the identity I , we speak of left or right preon-ditioning, respetively.The idea for the preonditioning strategy whih we are going to present in thissetion stems from the related �eld of oil reservoir simulation. In reservoir simulations,the geologial time spans that are simulated are muh shorter in omparison to thetime spans onsidered here (i.e. years instead of million years), so that the porosity� and the e�etive stress � = �z � Pf an be kept onstant, thus leading to systemssimilar to (2.26), but in pressure and saturation only. In Behie & Vinsome [1℄, Ed-wards [2℄, and Laroix, Vassilevski & Wheeler [4℄ a preonditioning strategy has beendeveloped for these problems deoupling the treatment of pressure and saturation.We will use a similar strategy for (2.26).



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 113.1. Motivation. In order to have a proper foundation for the presented pre-onditioners, we will �rst disuss some important features of the underlying physialproblems and dedue some assumptions for (2.26).First of all we observe that the porous media whih form a typial sedimentarybasin an be onsidered to be very rigid, so that the rheology parameters �(n)k and�(n)k are in general small. Therefore, the derivative�����F�;k��k ���� = ����(n)k ��t(n)�(n)k ���whih plays the role of the ompressibility of the rok is in general small. Applied tothe linear system (2.26) this allows us to makeAssumption 3.1. The ontributions from the rheology equations to the �rst andthe third blok row in (2.26) are small ompared to the ontributions from the massonservation equations, i.e.[A�;p℄kk � �F�;k�Pf;k and ��� [A�;� ℄kk ��� � ��� [A�;p℄kk ��� for � = w; o:A onsequene of this assumption is that the bloks Aw;p and Ao;p are in prinipledisrete di�usion operators and thus lose to ellipti. Furthermore, this assumptionalso allows us to neglet the bloks Aw;� and Ao;� in the preonditioner, thus deou-pling the �rst and the third blok row of (2.26) from the seond.Seondly, for �xed porosity � and e�etive stress �, the ontinuous problem (2.1{2.10) redues to a system of two partial di�erential equations in pressure and satura-tion only, modelling two-phase Dary ow. The analysis in Gagneux & Madaune-Taut[3, Setion 1.3.2℄ shows that this system is essentiallyellipti in Pf and hyperboli or transport dominated paraboli in So(3.3)(see also the remark in Laroix et al. [4, Setion 2.2℄). As a onsequene Pf has to betreated impliitly while So may be treated expliitly (the IMPES sheme disussedin Remark 2.2). The suessful appliation of the IMPES model in many situationsimplies that the inuene of pressure on saturation is muh more important than vieversa and allows us to make the followingAssumption 3.2. The pressure blok (Aw;p +Ao;p) obtained by taking the sum ofthe �rst and the third blok row in (2.27) (as in Remark 2.2 for the IMPES sheme)is a good approximation for the Shur omplement �Aw;p �Aw;s (Ao;s)�1Ao;p�, or inother words Ao;s � � Aw;s:However negleting the inuene of saturation on pressure altogether would betoo strong an assumption. Therefore using (3.3) again, we assume that this inuenewill mainly be loal and make the followingAssumption 3.3. A loal deoupling of the �rst and the third blok row in (2.26)will also result in a reasonable global deoupling.A further onsequene of (3.3) is that simple pointwise relaxation shemes, likeJaobi or Gauss-Seidel, are in general suÆient to preondition the bloks Aw;s andAo;s.



12 R. SCHEICHL, R. MASSON, AND J. WENDEBOURGOur preonditioning strategy for (2.26) will now onsist of three stages:(i) loal deoupling of the two mass onservation equations on eah ell 
k (orin other words, hoie of a pressure equation on 
k);(ii) preonditioning of the pressure unknowns;(iii) updating of the remaining unknowns (Blok Gauss-Seidel), or if this is notsuÆient, feedbak-oupling with the pressure equation (two-stage preondi-tioners).We will disuss them in the following three setions.3.2. Loal deoupling { hoie of the pressure equation. Let k = 1; : : : ; N .The rows in (2.26) orresponding to the mass onservation equations (2.18) and (2.19)for water and oil on 
k an be written like[Aw;p℄kk Æpk + [Aw;s℄kk Æsk + [Aw;�℄kk Æ�k + X`2Lk X�=p;s;�[Aw;�℄k` Æ�k = fwk(3.4) [Ao;p℄kk Æpk + [Ao;s℄kk Æsk + [Ao;�℄kk Æ�k + X`2Lk X�=p;s;�[Ao;�℄k` Æ�k = fok(3.5)Similar to the approah in [4℄, we will now aim at taking linear ombinationsof (3.4) and (3.5) suh that the �rst equation (in the following alled the pressureequation) does not depend on Æsk anymore. As a onsequene of Assumption 3.3, thisshould signi�antly redue the dependeny of the pressure equation on the saturations.To formalise this loal deoupling let us de�neAk :=  [Aw;p℄kk [Aw;s℄kk[Ao;p℄kk [Ao;s℄kk ! and Gk :=  p;wk p;oks;wk s;ok ! :We want to hoose Gk suh thatp;wk [Aw;s℄kk + p;ok [Ao;s℄kk = 0(3.6)and therefore GkAk =  [Ap℄kk 0[As;p℄kk [As℄kk !so that we an loally deouple equations (3.4) and (3.5) by multiplying them withGk. Globally, this orresponds to multiplying system (2.26) byG := 0B� Diag(p;wk ) 0 Diag(p;ok )0 I 0Diag(s;wk ) 0 Diag(s;ok ) 1CA(3.7)and leads to the transformed systemA Æy := 0� Ap Ap;� Ap;sA�;p A� 0As;p As;� As 1A0� ÆpÆ�Æs 1A = 0� fpf�fs 1A =: f(3.8)



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 13with A := GA and f := G f :Thus, the left preonditioner in (3.1) is hosen to be the deoupling preonditionerP�1L := G:Obviously, in�nitely many di�erent hoies for Gk are possible whih satisfy (3.6).However, we would like(a) the ation of G to be heap,(b) the blok Ap := Diag(p;wk )Aw;p + Diag(p;ok )Ao;pto preserve the assumed ellipti nature of Aw;p and Ao;p,() the norm of G to be O(1).This �nal riterion is partiularly important, if we think of applying inexat New-ton methods instead of lassial Newton, sine the stopping riterion for the linearsolve in that ase depends on the norm of the residual. An example for a hoie of Gkwhih does in general not satisfy () is Gk := A�1k , and we will inlude some numerialresults with this deoupling in Setion 4.2.1 to show the onsequenes.We also note that it is not easy to verify Criterion (b) expliitly, but the numerialtests in Setion 4.2 show that all the hoies for Gk presented below lead to elliptipressure bloks Ap.To �nish this setion we present the three hoies for Gk whih we will use:3.2.1. Householder reetion. Here, the matrix Gk is hosen to be the House-holder reetor matrix GHk := I � 2wkwTk(3.9)(see for example Saad [7, Setion 1.7℄) where wk is seleted suh thatGHk ask = � e2 with ask := �[Aw;s℄kk ; [Ao;s℄kk�T and � := �sign�[Ao;s℄kk�kaskk2and thus (3.6) is satis�ed.This method onserves the l2-norm of the residual exatly, i.e. Criterion () issatis�ed with kGk2 = 1. However, it is rather expensive (ompared to the otherhoies) and leads to an unneessary �ll-in in the saturation bloks.3.2.2. Gauss elimination. The seond hoie uses Gauss elimination. We takeGGk :=  1 � [Aw;s℄kk[Ao;s℄kk0 1 ! if [Ao;s℄kk 6= 0; GGk := � 0 11 0 � otherwise;(3.10)whih obviously satis�es (3.6) as well.This method does not hange the seond equation and is in general muh heaperthan Householder deoupling. Furthermore, as a onsequene of Assumption 3.2,� [Aw;s℄kk[Ao;s℄kk � 1;(3.11)and thus Criterion () is also satis�ed with kGk2 �q 3+p52 � 1:618 .



14 R. SCHEICHL, R. MASSON, AND J. WENDEBOURG3.2.3. Quasi{IMPES deoupling. In this �nal hoie we takeGQk := � 1 10 1 �(3.12)whih does not satisfy (3.6) exatly, but beause of (3.11) we have at least that ingeneral��� [Ap;s℄kk ��� := ��� [Aw;s℄kk + [Ao;s℄kk ��� � max� ���[Aw;s℄kk��� ; ���[Ao;s℄kk��� � :In fat, the linear ombination used here to onstrut the pressure equation isexatly the same as the one used in Remark 2.2 to onstrut the IMPES equation(2.22) with the only di�erene that the ux terms F�;` depend on the saturationat t(n+1). Therefore, this Quasi{IMPES deoupling eliminates the ontributions to[Ap;s℄kk oming from the mass term M�;k, but not the ones from the ux terms F�;`.However, beause of Assumption 3.2 this still leads to a signi�ant redution of thedependeny of the pressure equation on the saturations.With respet to ost, it is even heaper than Gauss elimination while not hangingthe seond equation either, and Criterion () is satis�ed with kGk2 =q 3+p52 .3.3. Pressure preonditioner. As a onsequene of Assumption 3.1 and ofCriterion (b) in Setion 3.2 we know that the pressure blok Ap in the deoupledsystem (3.8) is ellipti, or at least lose to ellipti, even though it is non-symmetri.In fat, the priniple part of Ap orresponds to a disrete di�usion operator witha strongly heterogeneous and anisotropi di�usivity tensor, and thus the matrix re-quires a strong preonditioning. It is espeially important to take are of the globalerror omponents whih are present in the solution, and whih an not be dealt withby simple relaxation shemes, like Jaobi or Gauss-Seidel, or by simple inompletefatorisation methods, like ILU(0). One way to overome this problem is to employmultilevel preonditioners. However, simple geometri oarsening tehniques are notrobust with respet to anisotropies and heterogeneities and therefore we resort toAlgebrai Multigrid (AMG) methods to preondition Ap.More preisely, we use the AMG ode AMG1R5 (Release 1.5, 1990) by Ruge andSt�uben [6, 9℄. The smoother on eah \grid" is standard Gauss-Seidel, but the ruialfeature of the method is the partiular way of hoosing the oarse grid ells and thegrid transfer operators based on the matrix entries. For details we refer to [6℄ and[9℄. As we will see in Setion 4.2, it is suÆient to employ just one V-yle of thismultilevel method for the preonditioning of the pressure blok Ap in (3.8), in thefollowing referred to as Pp3.4. \Reoupling" { the global preonditioning method. Let us now on-strut a right preonditioner PR for the deoupled system (3.8) whih will take areof the \reoupling" of the unknowns.As a onsequene of Assumption 3.1, the blok Ap;� is \small" ompared toAp and an thus in a �rst instane be negleted. Similarly, as a onsequene ofAssumption 3.2 and 3.3 and of ondition (3.6), the blok Ap;s is \small" omparedto Ap and an also in a �rst instane be negleted. This leads to a blok triangularsystem and to the idea for the following Blok Gauss-Seidel (BGS) preonditioner:P�1BGS := 0� Pp 0 0A�;p A� 0As;p As;� Ps 1A�1(3.13)



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 15where Pp denotes the AMG preonditioner for Ap presented in Setion 3.3 and Psis a preonditioner for the saturation blok As. As mentioned above, it is suÆientto use a simple relaxation sheme, like Jaobi or Gauss-Seidel, for Ps, beause thedependeny on saturation is hyperboli or transport dominated paraboli. In Setion4 we will use one iteration of Gauss-Seidel.Thus, to use the preonditioner pratially, i.e. to apply P�1BGS , it only remains todisuss how to invert A� := A�;� . It follows from the de�nition of A�;� that[A�;� ℄k` = 0 for all ` 62 fk; k � 1gand so the matrix is bidiagonal and an be inverted by simple forward substitutions.Remark 3.4. Note that the partiular hoie of Ps (i.e. one iteration of Gauss-Seidel whih is equivalent to a simple forward substitution) makes it possible to im-plement the blok Gauss-Seidel preonditioner P�1BGS using a 2� 2 blok strutureP�1BGS := � Pp 0L B ��1 with B := � A� 0As;� Ps � and L := � A�;pAs;p �and applying one iteration of Gauss-Seidel to the 2N � 2N blok B. This approah isalgebraially equivalent, but leads to a better performane in terms of CPU-time.If the assumptions in Setion 3.1 are too strong, it might not be justi�ed to simplyneglet Ap;� and Ap;s. It is neessary in this ase that the preonditioner also providessome feedbak from the seond and the third blok row to the �rst. A way of providingsuh a feedbak-oupling is to ombine the Blok Gauss-Seidel preonditioner PBGS ina multipliative way with a seond preonditioner eP that provides (at least loally)suh a oupling and that is heap to invert. A good andidate for eP is zero �ll-in inomplete LU fatorisation ILU(0) of A. It is heap and provides a good loaloupling of the di�erent physial unknowns. The ombined preonditioner an thenbe written as P�1C2S := �I � eP�1 (A � PBGS)�P�1BGS :(3.14)Similar tehniques in reservoir simulations, notably in [1℄ and [4℄, are usually referredto as ombinative two-stage preonditioners (C2S) and thus we will also adopt thisname.The right preonditioner in (3.1) is now hosen to be eitherP�1R := P�1BGS or P�1R := P�1C2Swhih ompletes our disussion of the preonditioning strategy.4. Numerial Results. In this setion we will disuss the results of the numer-ial tests whih we e�etuated to evaluate the performane of the preonditioners interms of eÆieny and robustness on some test ases from real ase studies. As theiterative solution method for the preonditioned systems (3.2) we use the Bi-CGStabmethod by Van der Vorst [10℄ whih is partiularly suited for nonsymmetri linearsystems. To judge the eÆieny and the robustness of the preonditioners we willregard the number of iterations of preonditioned Bi-CGStab that are neessary toredue the residual by a fator of " = 10�6 and the CPU-time elapsed in the solver onan SGI Otane. We will ompare the results obtained with our preonditioners withthe results using ILU(0) preonditioning (whih is used at the moment in TEMIS3D).



16 R. SCHEICHL, R. MASSON, AND J. WENDEBOURG4.1. Desription of the test ases. The four test ases are taken from realase studies of major oil ompanies. These studies are on�dential and so we willrefer to the test ases as Problems A { D.They omprise models with strong heterogeneities and anisotropies in the porousmedia as well as models with high migration ratios. In our tests we will only regardthe �nal period, when the last layer is deposited and thus when all z-layers are present.The only exeption is Problem B, where an intermediate period is simulated. Thenumber of time steps, the average step size, and the average number of Newtoniterations per time step as well as the number of elements in the mesh will depend onthe atual test ase and are listed in Table 1.Table 1Tehnial details for Problems A { DProblem Time steps Av. step size Newton steps Elements UnknownsA 12 0.11 Ma 2.0 5649 16947B 33 0.01 Ma 6.6 7901 23703C 11 0.18 Ma 2.5 23104 69312D 27 0.39 Ma 2.0 32199 96597Problems A and D are problems with strong heterogeneities and anisotropiesin the permeability tensors of the porous media but with very low migration ratios,and thus represent almost single-phase ow. Problems B and C on the other handare problems with high migration ratios, and thus muh stronger hanges in thesaturations. In Table 1 they are ordered aording to mesh size.4.2. Testing and omparison of the di�erent preonditioners. We willnow test the preonditioning strategy on Problems A { D by employing the three dif-ferent deoupling preonditioners GQ (Quasi-IMPES), GG (Gauss), and GH (House-holder) of Setion 3.2 together with the two di�erent reoupling preonditioners P�1BGS(Blok Gauss-Seidel) and P�1C2S (Combinative Two-Stage preonditioner) of Setion3.4 and by omparing the results with ILU(0) (left-)preonditioning. The averagenumbers of iterations of preonditioned Bi-CGStab that are neessary to redue theresidual by a fator of " = 10�6 are listed in Table 2. The CPU-times elapsed onaverage in the solver are listed in Table 3.In all ases the pressure preonditioner Pp in (3.13) has been hosen to be oneV-yle of AMG as presented in Setion 3.3, and the preonditioner Ps for the sat-uration blok was one iteration of Gauss-Seidel. The seond preonditioner eP in theombinative two-stage tehnique (3.14) was ILU(0).We note in Table 2 that the performane of the ILU(0) preonditioner (whihis used at the moment in TEMIS3D) depends strongly on the heterogeneities and theanisotropies in the problem, and thus the number of iterations of Bi-CGStab is veryhigh in ProblemsA andD. We observe also a dependeny on the number of unknowns(47.8 in Problem A against 101.8 in Problem D). However, ILU(0) seems to be bettersuited to problems with high migration ratios and moderate heterogeneities (i.e. 20.1iterations in Problem B and 21.0 in Problem C) where the loal oupling of pressureand saturation is more important.The blok Gauss-Seidel preonditioner (Table 2, 3rd olumn), on the other hand,seems to be extremely well suited to heterogeneous and anisotropi problems, wherea strong preonditioning of the pressure part is ruial and the oupling betweenpressure and saturation is less important (regardless of the deoupling method, see



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 17Table 2Comparison of di�erent preonditioners in (3.1) { Bi-CGStab iterations.Problem A (N = 16947)P�1L /P�1R I P�1BGS P�1C2SILU(0) 47.8 - -GQ - 4.2 3.5GG - 4.2 3.5GH - 4.1 3.5
Problem B (N = 23703)P�1L /P�1R I P�1BGS P�1C2SILU(0) 20.1 - -GQ - 10.2 3.8GG - 9.4 4.6GH - 9.6 4.6Problem C (N = 69312)P�1L /P�1R I P�1BGS P�1C2SILU(0) 21.0 - -GQ - 13.6 6.0GG - 13.0 2.8GH - 5.3 2.9
Problem D (N = 96597)P�1L /P�1R I P�1BGS P�1C2SILU(0) 101.8 - -GQ - 3.9 3.1GG - 3.8 3.2GH - 3:3a 3.2a2.7 Newton steps (instead of 2.0)!the results for ProblemsA andD in Table 2). However, we also note that for problemswith strong migration ratios (i.e. Problems B and C), Assumption 3.2 is apparentlytoo strong. The oupling between saturation and pressure in the Blok Gauss-Seidelpreonditioner (3.13) whih simply neglets the blok Ap;s is not suÆient (about 10or more iterations of Bi-CGStab in Problems B and C against about 4 iterations inProblems A and D).The ombinative two-stage preonditioner (Table 2, 4th olumn) ombines verywell the advantages of the two other preonditioners and thus leads to a very robustpreonditioning of the linear system in all situations and regardless of the deouplingmethod. It is robust with respet to heterogeneities and anisotropies, with respetto high migration ratios, with respet to mesh size and also with respet to the timestep size. For example using Gauss deoupling (Table 2, 4th row, 4th olumn), theaverage number of iterations of Bi-CGStab in Problems A, B, C and D, is 3.5, 4.6,2.8, and 3.2 respetively.The di�erenes in the numbers of iterations between the three deoupling teh-niques are very small (see Table 2). Only Problem C shows a dependeny on thehosen tehnique (whih is rather arbitrary though and hard to explain). However,we note that the appliation of the Householder deoupling GH is about 1.5{2 timesmore expensive than the two other tehniques whih is also reeted in the CPU-timesin Table 3. Measurements in our test runs showed that in general the deoupling makesup about 10% of the CPU-time elapsed in the solver for Quasi-IMPES GQ and Gaussdeoupling GG and about 15{20% for Householder deoupling GH.With respet to CPU-time (Table 3) the advantage of the new preonditioningstrategy is less impressive beause of its inreased ost in the setup phase as wellas in its appliation (the most expensive part being the setup for the AMG pressurepreonditioner). Nevertheless, the CPU-times for the best ombinations of deouplingand reoupling are better than the CPU-times with ILU(0) in all test ases. InProblem D, for example, Bi-CGStab is on average more than 4.3 times faster when



18 R. SCHEICHL, R. MASSON, AND J. WENDEBOURGTable 3Comparison of di�erent preonditioners in (3.1) { CPU-time elapsed in solver.Problem A (N = 16947)P�1L /P�1R I P�1BGS P�1C2SILU(0) 1.41 s - -GQ - 0.47 s 0.57 sGG - 0.49 s 0.58 sGH - 0.65 s 0.76 s
Problem B (N = 23703)P�1L /P�1R I P�1BGS P�1C2SILU(0) 1.18 s - -GQ - 1.41 s 1.08 sGG - 1.32 s 1.19 sGH - 1.67 s 1.45 sProblem C (N = 69312)P�1L /P�1R I P�1BGS P�1C2SILU(0) 3.9 s - -GQ - 5.4 s 4.2 sGG - 5.1 s 2.7 sGH - 3.5 s 3.5 s
Problem D (N = 96597)P�1L /P�1R I P�1BGS P�1C2SILU(0) 22.9 s - -GQ - 5.4 s 5.9 sGG - 5.3 s 5.9 sGH - 5:8 sa 7.0 sa2.7 Newton steps (instead of 2.0)!applied to a system preonditioned with P�1L := GG and P�1R := P�1BGS than appliedto an ILU(0)-preonditioned system. Sine the new preonditioning strategy doesnot depend on the mesh size it an be expeted that this speedup with respet toILU(0) will even be more impressive on larger problems partiularly in the preseneof heterogeneities and anisotropies in the porous media.4.2.1. Deoupling using exat inversion of the loal blok. An examplefor a deoupling preonditioner whih does not satisfy Criterion () in Setion 3.2 isthe full deoupling GFk := A�1k :(4.1)It hanges the saling between the equations in the di�erent ells by many orders ofmagnitude (espeially in the ase of strong heterogeneities) and thus the norm of theresidual hanges as well. This will e�et the stopping riterion for the iterative solverof the linear system and an lead to \oversolving" (i.e. unneessary iterations of theiterative method, when the approximation is already suÆiently aurate). This is animportant aspet in inexat Newton methods.More importantly though, the deoupling (4.1) leads to strongly nonsymmetripressure bloks Ap, and oating point errors in the alulation of Ap an lead to rowswhih are no longer diagonally dominant. This has a strong e�et on the performaneof the AMG pressure preonditioner, as we an see in Table 4.4.2.2. Inuene of the approximate inversion of the pressure blok Ap.In this setion we investigate the inuene that the approximation of Ap by one V-yle of AMG (as done in Setion 4.2) has on the overall performane of the blokGauss-Seidel preonditioner P�1BGS and of the ombinative two-stage preonditionerP�1C2S . Thus, we replae the pressure preonditioner Pp by Ap and use an LU fatori-sation of Ap to apply the (exat) inverse. The results for both the blok Gauss-Seidelas well as the ombinative two-stage preonditioner are given in Table 5 for the Quasi-IMPES deoupling, i.e. P�1L := GQ. They show hardly any di�erene between the



PRECONDITIONING FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN SIMULATIONS 19Table 4Comparison of Gauss deoupling GG and full deoupling GF { IterationsBlok Gauss-Seidel Combinative Two-StageProblem P�1L := GG P�1L := GF P�1L := GG P�1L := GFA 4.2 20.4 3.5 14.2B 9.4 13.6 4.6 12.0C 13.0 16.9 2.8 11.7D 3.8 32.4 3.2 26.1Table 5Comparison of AMG and LU for Ap (Quasi-IMPES deoupling) { IterationsBlok Gauss-Seidel Combinative Two-StageProblem Pp := PAMG Pp := Ap Pp := PAMG Pp := ApA 4.2 3.6 3.5 2.6B 10.2 10.6 3.8 3.7C 13.6 12.6 6.0 5.8D 3.9 3.1 3.1 2.3two hoies and we an thus onlude that the e�et of AMG preonditioning is almostas strong as a diret solution of the pressure blok, whih is astonishing.4.2.3. Inuene of the approximate inversion of the saturation blokAs. In the same way, to test the inuene of approximating the saturation blokAs by one iteration of Gauss-Seidel in P�1BGS and in P�1C2S we replaed Ps by As andused again an LU fatorisation of As to apply the (exat) inverse. This had hardlyany e�et at all. In Problems A, C and D the number of Bi-CGStab iterations didnot hange at all and in Problem B it was redued at most by one iteration persystem. Thus we an onlude that one iteration of Gauss-Seidel is largely suÆientto preondition As as well.5. Conlusions. We have presented and tested a new preonditioning strat-egy for the linear equation systems arising in the simulation proess of sedimentarybasins. This strategy is based on similar tehniques developed in the related �eld ofoil reservoir simulations and aims at deoupling the system (loally) on the basis ofthree assumptions whih were made in view of the physial bakground of the linearsystems. After the deoupling the ruial task is a robust and eÆient preondition-ing of the pressure blok. We saw that AMG satis�es both those riteria more thansuÆiently. Finally, we e�etuated the global preonditioning of the linear equationsystem by reoupling the di�erent bloks either in a Gauss-Seidel fashion or using aombinative two-stage tehnique.In a series of numerial tests from real ase studies, the performane of the pre-onditioner was ompared to ILU(0) whih is used at the moment in TEMIS3D and weobserved in almost all ases a onsiderable redution of the CPU-time for the linearsolver, up to a fator 4.3 with respet to ILU(0). Even more important, using theombinative two-stage tehnique to reouple the di�erent bloks the performane ofthe preonditioner showed no degradation with respet to the number of elements, thesize of the time step, high migration ratios, or strong heterogeneities and anisotropiesin the porous media.
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